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who can deliver.

When I first completed my film and went into

post production I was still taking on gigs in the

local film industry just to pay bills and keep

working on my movie.

After a while of doing that I decided to stop

taking gigs and go full speed ahead on the

post process in order to finish in a timely

manner that I was pleased with.

I know a lot of filmmakers who boast about

taking upwards of five to 10 years to finish

their dream piece. I did not want to be one of those filmmakers!

I want to make it now so that I can start doing more films right away in the coming

years. Of course going solid for two years without taking on work had its advantages for

the film but it also had its financial disadvantages as well of course.

My debt and bills began to climb as I stayed home in my basement editing while my

wife supported us with her waitressing job at a local restaurant. In the end I had no

choice but to get a job at Best Buy to help relieve the financial stress. 

It was just a means of survival in order to allow  working on my movie with less stress

from bill collectors. I even took on a side job cleaning toilets at a local martial arts gym

just to keep going. There's no shame in that if you ask me. At the end of the day I made

all the sacrifices I possibly could and still do to this date just to get this film out there.

(2) Why zombies?

There are several different reasons why

I chose the zombie genre actually.

The first reason was because my good friend

and co-producer Mike Fields happened to

have a shed full of hundreds of zombie bits

and pieces which he had no plans for, so I

claimed them!

Any smart producer will tell you that if you

can get it for free then take it while the offer

stands!

I remember it took several truck loads just to

get it all out of his place and into mine to

prepare for the filming.

The second reason is because I love

zombies! I mean who doesn't?? 

Which brings me to the third reason and that is because there is a huge market for

zombie films. It's the only genre that never dies! I wanted to do something that I knew

would attract people and want them to get involved.

(3) Out of the genre's rich back catalogue, which movies inspired you the most?

I've always appreciated the classic B-Horror films like any other film nut. The ones that

influenced me to do this movie are a variety of films and directors starting with Kubriks

2001, then to A Clockwork Orange, then Night, Dawn, Shaun and Return of the

Living Dead. Also a little of The Exorcist for creepy factor.

Of course my idols Tarantino and Rodriguez and their rebirth to the Grind House cinema

style right back to Peter Jackson's Dead Alive then back over to James Cameron's

Terminator. I put a piece of everything I've ever loved in movies and a lot of myself into

my first film.

(4) How would you answer critics who suggest that by making the heroes stoners

Thomas Newman
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you are glorifying illegal drug use?

I think critics can say whatever they want about any movie and it's just their opinion at

the end of the day. I always ask if critics know so much about movies then how come

they don't make movies themselves?

Also if they want to criticize me for having heroes who smoke pot then they might as

well criticize every film which has alcohol or sex in it.

At the end of the day I went with the things I thought related to me as well as a wide

audience and put them in my movie.

It's important to stick with what you know  when you set out to make a movie, especially

your first one. I know I loved Cheech and Chong films growing up and I know the

combination of pot and zombies hadn't been combined in the way I did in Bong Of The

Dead so it had to work.

I could've taken the cliché route of weed that turns people into zombies but that was not

interesting enough for me. I just like the idea of two stoner buddies  learning to make

the best out of a bad situation. 

(5) What are your current plans for Bong Of The Dead and how are they

progressing?

The funny thing is even though I am at the phase of distribution I find myself still in post

production re-editng audio for foreign distribution because they need the actors'

dialogue separated from the sound effects and music.

I'm still designing new posters for various

parts of the world and I'm cutting a new

third trailer as we speak.

I'm also working around the clock with my

Web PR Rep who does all my online

marketing for the film and helping get the

word out.

It's amazing what the Internet has done

for independent filmmakers like myself.

We are so lucky to have technology at our

fingertips the way we do.

I will be doing the film festival circuits as

well, trying to build up an audience base

there.

I've also hired a Sales Agent who will be

shopping the film all over the world

introducing it to global and domestic markets as well.

(6) Have you had a chance to think about the future, and, if so, what are your

hopes and ambitions? Where would you like Bong Of The Dead to take you?

The funny thing is I rarely live in the present! I'm always thinking with the future in mind

and have my focus set on moving to LA and making more movies.

The plan I have in place for myself is to use BOTD as a calling card to get the attention

of Hollywood studios and land that "studio deal" as they call it.

I think thats every film maker's dream to get noticed and offered the next great film or at

least get paid to direct.

I will say though that I am approaching it with a "no BS this is who I am take-it-

or-leave-it" type of attitude. I want that studio deal but I will fight to maintain as much

control creatively as  I can. I think other filmmakers who have walked where I have

before me know the pain and suffering we go though trying to make our dreams come

true.
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At the end of the day I hope that can be

appreciated and respected by the big

guys and hopefully they harness the

drive without suffocating the filmmaker.

I'm that Rodriguez type of director who

likes holding the camera in his own

hands for the shots and who likes editing

in his own basement. Heck, if my idol

Robert Rodriguez has been able to do it

then so can I. Bong Of The Dead is my

El Mariachi.

I've been told all too many times by

people who are not visionaries or

dreamers that it's not possible to achieve

what I wanted to. I was told that my idea

was too ambitious which made me laugh

quite honestly.

How can you not be ambitious about your dreams? Without ambition you can't dream

It's almost the fuel that dreams need in order to create the drive to set forth the dream.

It's all part of the dream machine and it's all important in order to succeed.
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